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AGM Malvern u3a – Chair's Annual Report 2021  

I offer this report on behalf of the Trustees of Malvern u3a.  

My first year as Chair has been a short one, although at times it hasn’t seemed like that. 
2020’s AGM was delayed until February this year, so I took up office at that time. This was 
Mu3a’s first ever online AGM and a number of special provisions had to be made for this to 
happen and amendments to our Constitution were agreed.  

My first few months were characterised by continuing Covid restrictions. We were able to 
continue with our monthly meetings and talks, thanks to our Speakers’ Organiser Jeff 
Thorogood. These have remained online using Zoom and continue to be well attended. We 
have decided to continue with these online until the New Year. Providing the Covid 
restrictions remain lifted, we aim to resume these as public meetings and will be back at the 
Cube in the New Year.  

Through the Spring and early Summer, the government gradually eased restrictions and we 
moved cautiously towards resuming certain activities. Because events were changing fairly 
rapidly we opted to have more frequent meetings of the Trustees to keep abreast of events. 
Outdoor meetings of members, where they could comply with government guidelines, were 
re-started, but we generally held off restarting indoor meetings until the beginning of our 
new u3a year in September.  

We held a Group Leaders meeting on 24th June which was very useful in gauging their 
feelings and members views for planning our way forward. We were able to restore again, 
after an absence of two years our Groups Fair Day on 6th September in the marvellous 
setting of the Malvern Theatres on the edge of Priory Park. We were fortunate in having 
lovely warm weather for this which helped considerably in being able to maintain our safety 
first approach, with a one-way system, social distancing, mask wearing and limiting the 
numbers allowed into the hall at any one time. This was a great success with over 70 
different groups represented in the theatre auditorium and almost 60 new members and 
over 80 existing members renewing on the day. A big thanks goes to Trustee Peter Corfield, 
our Groups Co-ordinator, for masterminding the organisation of the day.  

Membership numbers were down considerably during the period of the Lockdown and 
Covid restrictions, but I'm pleased to say have continued to increase again as activity has 
resumed. Our latest signed up membership is now 1323.  

We resurrected our idea of a tree planting ceremony to mark 25 years since Mu3a was 
established and this took place in Victoria Park on 19th October. It was attended by the 
Town Mayor Cllr. Houghton who helped us dig in the new tree. We presented a Black 
Worcester Pear to the Town in an area of the park where these trees, which are a 
longstanding emblem of our county, used to grow, but have not done so now for some time.  

We have made a review of our IT systems and compared what we have, thanks to the 
design and development work of John Elkington, with the u3a national system called 
Beacon. We have concluded that John’s bespoke system gives us more support in our 
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processes, better flexibility and at lower cost than the current Beacon system. Therefore we 
will continue with this present system. We have recruited Aiden Lawrence as support for 
John and he supports this decision.  

Since this decision John has undertaken a review of our website and given it a fresher and 
more up-to-date feel. (I appeal to you now: we need someone who is willing to spend just a 
few hours a month reviewing our website and keeping it up to date. Please, if there is any 
member out there who could help us with this, get in touch with any Trustee after this 
meeting.)  

We have in the last month launched a photographic competition for all our members. 
Details are in the Newsletter and on the website. Please let us have your contributions. I 
have seen at our Camera Group how creative many of you are!  

I must thank heartily on your behalf all my fellow trustees who contribute so much to the 
running of this marvellous organisation. Particularly today to our Support Trustee, Roger 
Hunt and Secretary, Richard Phillips, who have between them pulled together all the 
necessary elements for this meeting. I thank David Street our venues Coordinator who has 
had the job this year of reawakening and checking availability of all our venues and who has 
helped me with the arrangements for our tree planting; David Oliver our marvellous 
Treasurer who keeps us all financially afloat and compliant; John Price who has had the job 
of tracking down where all our equipment is after the lockdowns; Tessa Hartog, our 
marvellous Newsletter editor and so much more, who keeps us all in touch with what is 
going on; Linda Scott and Brenda Johnson who start off our new members and keep all our 
membership records and renewals. Sadly, Brenda and Jeff will be leaving as Trustees this 
year. Their contribution over 4 years has been enormous.  

As we start another u3a year Covid is unfortunately still with us, but most of us have been 
double vaccinated and some will by now even have had a booster. This is clearly granting us 
a degree of protection, but we will continue to take care ourselves and be considerate of 
others as we gradually return to a more normal existence.  

But, as u3a members we aim to do very much more than just exist! Through our fellowship, 
mutual support and varied groups we continue our personal development. Through our u3a 
activities, we feel better about ourselves by retaining open and enquiring minds and 
enhancing our social interactions. We will, one way or another, help each other to Learn, 
Laugh and Live through the next year.  

Bill Culshaw, Chair  

 

 

 


